NVO Summer Skate 2018 Skater Levels
and Class Descriptions
Skater Level Descriptions
No Test-Sr/ISI Beginner-10FS/Dance: Open to all levels of skater. Skaters who have not
passed any tests should be working with their coach while on this ice.
No Test-Juv Freestyle/Moves: Open to skaters who have not yet tested, up to those
that have passed the USFS Juvenile Freeskate test or are ISI beginners through ISI
Freestyle 6. Skaters that have not yet passed any tests should be working with a coach
while on the ice. No skaters above Juvenile/ISI Freestyle 6, will be allowed on this ice!
Juv-Sr Freestyle/Moves ISI FS8 & above: Skaters have passed USFS Juvenile – Senior
Freeskate or ISI Freestyle 7-10.
NE Juv-Sr/ISI FS 7-10: This is open to those Juvenile level skaters that have competed in
the New England Regional Championships to Senior Freestyle. ISI Freestyle 7-10
Adult Freestyle, Moves: Ice for our adult skaters of all levels.
Open Dance: For all levels of Ice Dance.
Class Descriptions/Prerequisites
Low Elite, Jump, Power, and Spin: A 45- minute ELITE Jump, Power, Spin Class for Prepre to Juvenile skater designed to build power, strength and cardio-vascular endurance.
Monday- Wednesday will start with 10 minutes of edge followed by 10-15 minutes of
alternating spins and jumps, then finish with a 10 minute power class. Thursday will
feature 15 minutes of edges and spins concluding with a 30 minute Super Cardio Power
Class. A must for the upcoming competitive season.
High Elite Jump, Power and Spin: A 45- minute ELITE Jump, Power, Spin Class New
England Competitor to Senior level skater designed to build power, strength and cardiovascular endurance. Monday-Wednesday will start with 10 minutes of edge followed by
10-15 minutes of alternating spins and jumps, then finish with a 10 minute power class.
Thursday will feature 15 minutes of edges and spins concluding with a 30 minute Super
Cardio Power Class. A must for the upcoming competitive season.
Artistry in Motion (15 mins): This class focuses on expression, presentation, and
movement on the ice.
Power (15 mins): This class focuses on power and edges for better control while skating.

Patch (all levels): Otherwise known as figures are the base, foundation, and even
namesake for our beloved sport. Skaters used to spend hours tracing circles, loops,
turns on quiet ice to perfect every move and position. Until the 1980's the "School
Figures" were the heaviest weighted portion of the competition" It is used to learn body
placement and edge control. This discipline will teach skaters to master proper edges in
turns stroking and even jumps and spins.
We will be having two patch sessions a week on Tuesday and Fridays. One day will be to
master figure eights and one day will be to master all the turns required in footwork and
transitions.
Mock Competition (all levels): This summer we will be holding a mock competition on
every Friday from 1:50 to 3:30. We would like you to wear a competition outfit. We will
be warming up to six skaters at a time for a six minute warm up. The warm up groups
will be from a random draw just like competition. On at least three dates we will have
two judges and a tech.
Mock Competition Sign ups will be held in the Rink Each WeekThe weekly sign up sheet
will be posted outside the NVO office and each of the skaters from the previous week
will be rotated to the bottom. Also, those that skate the first judged week will be
rotated so everyone will have a fair opportunity to be judged. The mock competitions
will be held in Rink 1.

